
 

Killing a creature in a video game is one thing, but when you have to kill the living right out from under your feet, it’s an entirely different story. There are many of us who enjoy hunting and fishing for our dinner regularly, but there are also some who only like this pastime on occasion or if they feel like they need to supplement their diet. Whatever the reason for hunting might be, there are very
definite ethical concerns with what might seem like “simple sport." 1) Hunters should know the regulations laid down by the state they plan on hunting in; this preserves not only game populations but also natural ecosystems. 2) Hunters should know the species they are hunting and not hunt too many animals of a species or population; this limits population decrease. 3) Hunters should use appropriate
equipment, such as noise-reduction silencers and anti-spook blinds. These devices allow them to maximize their catch and reduce ethical concerns about startling animals before they can be killed. 4) Hunters should not show off kills or post videos online that show graphic violence to other animals or humans. This is just unnecessarily cruel and unacceptable in any civilized society.
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